








About Máighréad Medbh

Máighréad Medbh is a poet with six published collections and a non-
fiction work, in mixed genres, on the subject of solitude. Widely known 
as a performance poet, she focuses equally on text. She is interested 
in structure that mirrors experience and feels no separation between 
mind and body, which she lives through dramatic presentation. Much of 
her work is personal exploration and often impressionistic. She works 
with themes that explore socio-historical contexts, aphorism and visual 

art. 

www.maighreadmedbh.ie 

About Bernie Masterson

Bernie Masterson was born in Ballymoney, Co Antrim, Northern 
Ireland. She has had solo exhibitions with several galleries. Recent solo 
exhibitions include ‘Invocation’, Tallaght Community Arts, RUA RED 
Gallery, Dublin. ‘Weather’, Draiocht Arts Centre, Dublin, and ‘Drawing 
on the Body’, Symposium on Medicine and the Visual Arts, University of 
Ulster, Belfast Northern Ireland. She lives and works in Dublin.
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Statement about Bold Writing

The story of writing is the story of civilisation, but whose? In 1841, 53% 
of Irish were illiterate. The philanthropist, Vere Foster, a member of 
the English aristocracy, financed extensive schemes to improve Irish 
education, particularly the teaching of writing. His copybooks were in 
widespread use in 1916, when Pádraig Pearse dubbed the Irish education 
system a ‘murder machine’ aiming to ‘repress’, ‘tame’ and ‘enervate’ 
the nation. Nevertheless, by 1901, illiteracy had been reduced to 18%. 
Foster’s copy-books had helped to increase employability, but their 
subject matter—didactic proverbs, the history of the British Empire, 
biographies of Englishmen—took little or no account of the culture and 
lives of the students, who included the poorest of children and indigent 
prisoners, all members of a subject nation. 
Bold Writing is a collaboration between artist Bernie Masterson and 
writer and poet Máighréad Medbh. It is a response in poetry and visual 
art to a copybook in Foster’s ‘Bold Writing’ or ‘Civil Service’ series, 
found in Mountjoy Prison in the late 1990s. The video work explores 
the paradox of the colonial position, in which the subject population is 
allowed freedom only within the prevailing mindset. This is highlighted 
by the image of a hand copying the proverbs, but rendering them as 
dialogic anagrams. In doing so the artist juxtaposes this work in the 
quite visceral reality of contemporary Ireland and offers a renewed 
perspective, while the catalogue updates the penmanship in the 
copybook to a digital font called ‘learning curve’, one of the closest to 
Vere Foster’s medium round hand. 







Flawed rich men: ally, alien or foe?

Dear Whiteboys neatly elide code.



We, benign lot, are idly won.

Your auto -poem sways us.



Dead nobs owe you doubly.

O,   od, teach a witch this love.



Few skilful outlaws want a mew. 

We dwell in a vast, funded, I. D. tide.



Blokes romp into toothy chaos.

Neat lies, then, provoke no oaf.



Stern, sad, I hide tender fevers.

Even vagrants grab toxic prey.



Will we veil he -wolves’ ethics?

Demonstrate a variant R. C. ego.



Outwit genetic dirt in creative rush.

Quare farmhouse revels. Lone polka.



Refugee’s pals stint sojourns.

Ensure the good servant rode on.



Ned at the job: tug jute, deny    od.

An attentive loiterer, solo.



Call, enemy. Be with a vile pal.

I won’t speak to one unworthy.



No -one resists fine eviction myth.

All slouch heavenward, to old Mum.



He do hang out in bad conclave!

Let lame king showpiece suit.



No freemen, no fun, Taskmaster.

Most lads’ ideas seed tension.



You hate rodent -hype no end.

No pay? Nab a damp bench.



You men can lie deep in flowers.

Rakish bees listen foggy-eyed.



Daren’t a fashion hero battle flab?

Kindergarten cop made hag dolls.



Acquire net; fit onto trophy.

Moralist punched me. I told.



I whirr. Telekinesis. Hothot.

  o then, irresistible amour.



  ood fan falsify trad air? Nay!

Do fast: no sausage hoagies.



There, cocoa - thirst ended tumor.

A comet blooms manifold memes.



Heartbeats denote one wrath.

Sleep lures the weekday lid.



He bids me trust rainbow ties.

  raver scribes admonish now.



Referee, subjugate onerous boy.

No tone saves unaware victim.


